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DESCRIPTION

DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Technical Field

The present invention relates to data transmission

between a primary board and secondary boards, that is capable

of executing the data transmission safely against various

disturbances such as skew, reflection, etc- between control

signals in the data transmission, which act as causes of the

malfunction when the continuous data transmission is carried

out, via fewer signal lines.

Background Art

A configuration of the data transmission in the prior

art will be explained hereunder,

FIG, 16 is a system configurative view showing a system

configuration in connection with the data transmission.

In FIG, 16, 100 is a primary board on the data transmission

transmitter side, 200 is a secondary board on the data

transmission receiver side, and 300 is a data transmission bus

for connecting the primary board 100 and the secondary board

200,

In this case, a plurality of secondary board A 200a,

secondary board B 200b,.,, secondary board N 200n as the



secondary board 200 are connected to the primary board 100 via

the data transmission bus 300.

FIG. 17 is a view showing an internal configuration of

the secondary board in the prior art. In FIG. 17, 201 is a

trigger signal (TRG) showing write timing/read timing of the

data transmission bus 300, 202 is FRAME showing that the data

transmission bus 300 is in transfer, 203 is WRL showing that

the data transmission bus 300 is in the writing operation, 204

is RDL showing that the data transmission bus 300 is the reading

operation, 205 is a signal Al : 0 showing lower two bits of the

data transmission bus 300, 206 is a multiplex bus A15:2/D15:0

contained in the data transmission bus 300, for sharing address

signals and data signals in a time sharing system to show

addresses 15 to 2 and data 15 to 0, 207 is a separator for

separating the multiplex bus into an address bus and a data

bus, 208 is a memory for storing contents of the data

transmission, 209 is an address bus MA15:0 for connecting the

separator and the memory, 210 is a data bus MD15:0 for

connecting the separator and the memory, 211 is a memory writing

signal MWRL for connecting the separator and the memory, and

212 is a memory read signal MRDL for connecting the separator

and the memory.

FIG. 18 is a flowchart showing an internal process in the

separator 207 .

In step S201, in order to detect whether or not the data



transmission about own board is present, the separator 207

stands by until FRAME 202=L and A15;0=own address are

satisfied.

If the present conditions are satisfied in step S201,

either WRL=L or RDL^L is detected in step S202 in order to decide

whether or not the data transmission is to read or write.

Here/^ in the case of RDL=L, the process goes to step S203

to show the read (reading process) . In the case of WRL=L, the

process goes to step S204 to show the write (writing process) ,

When the reading process (step S204) or the writing

process (step S205) is completed, a transmission completing

process is carried out and then a series of transmission

processes are ended,

—Reading Process

—

Next, the reading process (step S203) will be explained

with FIG,19, FIG, 20, and FIG. 21 hereunder.

FIG. 19 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the reading process.

FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the primary board in the prior art.

FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the separator portion of the secondary board

in the prior art.

In step S211, at a leading edge of TRG 201 in a T41 period,

the primary board assigns FRAME 202 indicating that the data



transmission is being carried out to L, assigns RDL indicating

the reading transmission to L, assigns lower two bits of the

transmission start address to a signal Al : 0 (205) , and assigns

the upper address to the multiplex bus A15:2/D15:0 (206).

In contrast, the secondary board detects the

transmission start of own address based on the process in step

S201 at the leading edge of TRG 201 in the T41 period.

The primary board executes step S212 in a T42 period and

also stops the output to switch the output direction of the

multiplex bus A15:2/D15:0 (206), and then switches the

transmission direction of the multiplex bus A15:2/D15:0 (206)

from the output to the input in step S213.

The present period is used as a transmission direction

switching period of the multiplex bus A15:2/D15;0 (206).

The secondary board interprets the transmission

direction switching period of the multiplex bus A15:2/D15:0

(206) based on step S231 at a trailing edge of the TRG 201 in

the T42 period, and switches the multiplex bus A15;2/D15:0

(206) from the input direction to the output direction and

switches the cycle from the address cycle to the data reading

cycle

.

The secondary board executes step S232 at a leading edge

of TRG 201 in a T43 period to check that the transmission is

being executed, then executes step S233 to output the address

which is constructed by synthesizing the address A15:2/D15:0
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(206) assigned from the primary board in the T42 period and

A1:0 (205) to MA15: 0(209), and then controls MRDL 212 based

on step S234 to execute the memory read.

Then, the data 1 is output to AD15:2/D15:0 based on step

S235.

The primary board executes step S214 at a trailing edge

of TRG 201 in a T43 period to read the data 1,

Then, the primary board executes step S215 at a leading

edge of TRG 201 in a T44 period to switch Al : 0 (205), and outputs

the next address to the lower address Al : 0 (205) .

As for the data 2 to 4, operations of the primary board

are similar to step S214 and step S215, and operations of the

secondary board can be implemented by repeating a series of

processes in steps S232 to S235,

The primary board executes step S220 at a trailing edge

of TRG 201 in a T46 period to read the data 4, and then outputs

FRAME 202=H in step S221 to indicate the end of the data

transmission.

The secondary board detects the end of the transmission

based on step S232 to end the reading process.

—Writing Process

—

Next, the writing process (step S204) will be explained

with FIG, 22, FIG. 23, and FIG. 24 hereunder.

FIG. 22 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the writing process.



FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the primary board.

FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process in the separator portion of the secondary

board.

In step S241, at a leading edge of TRG 201 in a T51 period,

the primary board assigns FRAME 202 indicating that the

transmission is being carried out to assigns WRL indicating

the writing transmission to L, assigns lower two bits of the

transmission start address to an Al : 0 (205), and assigns the

upper address to the A15:2/D15:0 (206).

Meanwhile, the secondary board detects the transmission

start of own address based on the process in step S201 at a

trailing edge of TRG 201 in the T51 period.

The primary board executes step S242 in a T52 period to

output the write data 1 to A15:2/D15:0 (206).

In contrast, the secondary board executes step S261 at

a trailing edge of TRG 201 in the T52 period to check that the

transmission is being executed, and goes to step S262 . In step

S262, the address (A15:0) that is constructed by synthesizing

A15:2/D15:0 (206) and Al : 0 (205) is output to MA15 ; 0 (209).

Then, the data on the AD15 : 2/D15 : 0 is input in step S263,

and MWRL 211 is controlled in step S2 64 to execute the memory

write

.

The primary board executes step S243 at a leading edge
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of TRG 201 in a T53 period to switch Al : 0 (205), and outputs

the next address to the lower address Al : 0 (205).

As for the data 2 to 4^ operations of the primary board

are similar to step S242 and step S243, and operations of the

secondary board can be implemented by repeating a series of

processes in steps S261 to S264,

The primary board executes step S251 at a leading edge

of TRG 201 in a T56 period, and then outputs FRAME 202=H in

step S221 to indicate the end of the data transmission.

The secondary board detects the end of the transmission

based on step S261 to end the writing process-

In the above data transmission in the prior art, the

number of the data in the continuous transmission is decided

by the number of lower address signal lines, and also the lower

address signal lines must be added in order to accomplish a

great deal of continuous transmission, so that the number of

signal lines is increased. Therefore, there is the problem

that a cost and packaged parts have a tendency to increase.

Disclosure of the Invention

The present invention has been made to overcome such

problems and it is an object of the present invention is to

provide a stable, huge and continuous data transmission via

fewer signal lines.

In order to achieve this object, according to an aspect.



there is provided a data transmission system for carrying out

data transmission/reception between a primary board and

secondary boards by using a data transmission path, which

employs a same signal line as an address bus and a data bus

mutually, comprising the steps of informing a start address

required for data access when the data access is executed from

the primary board to the secondary boards, and generating an

address used in the data access in the secondary boards based

on the start address and a predetermined trigger signal.

In particular, a cycle signal indicating switching of

data is used in combination with the trigger signal.

Also, when the address is generated based on the trigger

signal, the address is generated sequentially by incrementing

the start address in response to a timing of the trigger signal.

Also, there is provided a data transmission system for

carrying out data transmission/reception between a primary

board and secondary boards by using a data transmission path,

which employs a same signal line as an address bus and a data

bus mutually, comprising the steps of informing a memory start

address of the secondary boards required for data access when

the data access is executed from the primary board to the

secondary boards, judging in the secondary boards whether or

not the memory start address is directed to own station, and

then executing the data transmission via the data transmission

path by accessing a memory in own station based on the memory



start address when the memory start address is directed to own

station, and generating an address, to which the data

transmission is subsequently executed, in the secondary boards

by incrementing the memory start address after the data

transmission based on the memory start address is ended, and

then executing the data transmission via the data transmission

path by accessing the memory of own station based on the

generated address

.

Also, there is provided a data transmission system for

carrying out data read between a primary board and secondary

boards by using a data transmission path, which employs a same

signal line as an address bus and a data bus mutually,

comprising the steps of informing a trigger signal indicating

a timing of data access and a start address required for data

read via the data transmission path, switching the data

transmission path to which the start address is informed as

a data bus, accessing a memory based on the start address and

sending out a read result onto the data transmission path, and

incrementing the start address at a timing of the trigger signal,

and then sending out a read result onto the data transmission

path by accessing the memory based on the incremented address.

Also, there is provided a data transmission system for

carrying out data write between a primary board and secondary

boards by using a data transmission path, which employs a same

signal line as an address bus and a data bus mutually,



comprising the steps of informing a trigger signal indicating

a timing of data access and a start address required for data

write via the data transmission path^^ switching the data

transmission path to which the start address is informed as

a data bus, and then sending out a predetermined data to be

written to a memory, accessing the memory based on the start

address, and then writing the predetermined data into the

memory, and incrementing the start address at a timing of the

trigger signal, and then writing sequentially the

predetermined data, that are sent out via the data transmission

path, into the memory by accessing the memory based on the

incremented address.

Brief Description of the Drawings

FIG.l is a system configurative view showing a system

configuration in connection with the data transmission in an

embodiment 1

.

FIG. 2 is a view showing an internal configuration of a

secondary board.

FIG. 3 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in a reading process.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of a primary board,

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing flows in the reading process

of the secondary board.



FIG, 6 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in a writing process,

FIG* 7 is a flowchart showing flows in the writing process

of the primary board.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing flows in the writing process

of the secondary board.

FIG. 9 is a view showing an internal configuration of a

secondary board in an embodiment 2

•

FIG. 10 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the reading process,

FIG, 11 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the primary board.

FIG, 12 is a flowchart showing flows in the reading

process of the secondary board.

FIG. 13 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the writing process.

FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the primary board.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing flows in the writing

process of the secondary board.

FIG, 16 is a system configurative view showing a system

configuration in connection with the data transmission in the

prior art.

FIG. 17 is a view showing an internal configuration of

the secondary board in the prior art.



FIG, 18 is a flowchart showing an internal process in a

separator

.

FIG. 19 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the reading process in the prior art,

FIG. 20 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the primary board in the prior art.

FIG. 21 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the secondary board in the prior art.

FIG. 22 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the writing process in the prior art.

FIG. 23 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the primary board in the prior art.

FIG. 24 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the secondary board in the prior art.

Best Modes for Carrying Out the Invention

Next/ embodiments of the present invention will be

explained hereinafter

.

Embodiment 1

First, a configuration of the embodiment 1 will be

explained hereunder.

FIG.l is a system configurative view showing a system

configuration in connection with the data transmission.

In FIG.l, 1 is a primary board on the data transmission
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transmitter side, 2 is a secondary board on the data

transmission receiver side, and 3 is a data transmission bus

for connecting the primary board 1 and the secondary board 2.

In this case, a plurality of secondary board A 2a,

secondary board B 2b, , . , secondary board N 2n are connected

as the secondary board 2 to the primary board 1 via the data

transmission bus 3.

FIG. 2 is a view showing an internal configuration of the

secondary board in the present embodiment.

In FIG. 2, 21 is TRG showing write timing/read timing of

the data transmission bus 3, and is generated in response to

the leading edge of am internal clock (CLK) 20 in the primary

board 1.

Also, 22 is FRAME showing that the transmission is being

carried out over the data transmission bus 3, 23 is WRL showing

the data transmission bus 3 is in the writing operation, and

24 is RDL showing the data transmission bus 3 is in the reading

operation. In this case, FRAME 22, WRL 23, RDL 24 are also

generated in response to the leading edge of am internal clock

(CLK) 20 in the primary board 1.

Also, 25 is a multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0 that shares the

address signal and the data signal in a time sharing system,

26 is a separator embodying the present embodiment 1 and

generates signals showing respective statuses of address, idle

(transmission direction switching, etc.), data

- 13 -



transmission/reception in synchronism with TRG 21 so as to

switch the signals.

Also;^ 27 is a memory. For example;, memory spaces are

decided uniquely such that the secondary board A is "000 to

IFFF", the secondary board B is ''200 to 3FFF", and others.

Also, 28 is an address bus MA15:0 for connecting the

separator 2 6 and the memory 21, 29 is a data bus MD15:0 for

connecting the separator 2 6 and the memory 27, 3 0 is a memory

write signal MWRL for connecting the separator 2 6 and the memory

27, and 31 is a memory read signal MWDL for connecting the

separator 26 and the memory 27.

In order to detect whether or not the data transmission

about own board is present, the separator 2 6 stands by until

FRAME 22=L and A15:0=own address are satisfied. When the

present conditions are satisfied, the separator 26 detects any

one of WRL=L (writing) and RDL=L (reading) in order to decide

that the data transmission is the reading or the writing.

The reading process is carried out at the time of RDL^L,

and the writing process is carried out at the time of WRL=L.

Then, after the reading process or the writing process

is completed, the transmission ending process is executed to

end a series of transmission processes.

—Reading Process

—

Next, the reading process will be explained with FIG. 3,

FIG. 4, and FIG. 5 hereunder.
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FIG. 3 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the reading process in the present

embodiment

.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing flows in the reading process

of the primary board in the present embodiment,

FIG, 5 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the secondary board in the present

embodiment *

<T1 period>

In the Tl period, in step SI, when the reading process

is required, the primary board assigns the FRAME 22 indicating

the transmission is being carried out to L, assigns the RDL

24 indicating the reading transmission to L, and assigns the

transmission start address to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25), in response to the rise of the CLK 20,

Then, in step S2, the primary board that outputs

respective signals as above causes the TRG 21 to fall down.

Meanwhile, in the Tl period, in step S31, when the

secondary board detects the reading process about own station

based on the satisfaction of A15 : O=own address, such secondary

board transfers and holds the contents of the multiplex bus

A15:0/D15:0 (25), to which the transmission start address is

assigned, to MA15:0 at the point of time of the trailing edge

of the TRG 21 to define the address of the memory 27.

Then, in step S3, the primary board causes the TRG 21
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to rise in response to the leading edge of the CLK 20.

<T2 period>

In the T2 period, in step S4, the primary board stops

the address output in response to the leading edge of the CLK

2 0 to switch the output direction. Then, the primary board

switches the transmission direction from the output to the

input in step S5, and then causes the TRG 21 to fall down in

step S6,

Then, in step SI, the primary board raises the TRG 21.

Meanwhile, in step S32, the secondary board interprets

the transmission direction switching period of the multiplex

bus A15:0/D15:0 (25) at the trailing edge of the TRG 21 and

then switches the multiplex bus A15 : 0/D15 : 0 (25) from the input

direction to the output direction by the separator 26 and also

switches the cycle from the address cycle to the data reading

cycle

.

<T3 period>

In the T3 period, in step S8, the primary board raises

the TRG 21 in order to require the read data of the secondary

board.

The secondary board executes step S33 to check that the

transmission is being carried out, and then detects the

trailing edge of the TRG 21 in step S34.

The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the start address designated by the primary board to the memory

- 16 -



27 via the MA15 : 0 (28) in step S35, and then executes the memory

read by operating the MRDL 31 in step S36,

Then, in step S37, the secondary board outputs the data

1 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25),

The primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S9 in order

to inform the secondary board of the reading timing, and

simultaneously executes step SIO to receive the data 1 from

the A15:0/D15:0 (25) and execute the reading process.

The secondary board executes step S39 in response to the

rise of the TRG 21 (step S38) to stop the output to the

A15:0/D15:0 (25), Then, in step S40, the secondary board

calculates an incremented value in order to prepare the

formation of the next transmission address.

<T4 period>

In the T4 period, the primary board executes step Sll

to cause the TRG 21 to fall down.

The secondary board executes step S33 to check that the

transmission is being carried out, and also detects the

trailing edge of the TRG 21 in step S34

.

The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the addition result of the start address designated by the

primary board and the incremented value prepared in step S40

(the address incremented in response to the trailing edge of

the TRG 21) as the next transmission address to the memory 27

via the MA15:0 (28) in step S35, and then goes to step S36.

- 17 -



Here, the next transmission address obtained by

incrementing the transmission start address is continuously

generated such that the next transmission address is "001'' if

the transmission start address is "000" and the transmission

address after next is "002" that is obtained by adding +2 to

"000".

The secondary board executes the memory read in step S36,

and then outputs the data 2 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step

S37 .

The primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S12 and

executes step S13 simultaneously to receive the data 2 from

the A15:0/D15:0 (25) and execute the reading process.

The secondary board executes step S39 in response to the

leading edge of the TRG 21 to stop the output to the A15: 0/D15: 0

(25) , and then executes the preparation of the next

transmission address in step S40.

<T5 period>

In the T5 period, in order to require the data 3 of the

secondary board, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to fall

down in step S14.

The secondary board executes step S33 to check that the

transmission is being carried out, and then detects the

trailing edge of the TRG 21 in step S34.

The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the addition result of the start address designated by the

- 18 -



primary board and the incremented value prepared in step S40

to the memory as the next transmission address in step S35,

then executes the memory read in step S3 6, and then outputs

the data 3 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S37.

The primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S15, and

simultaneously inputs the data 3 from the A15:0/D15:0 (25) to

execute the reading process in step S16,

The secondary board executes step S39 in response to the

leading edge of the TRG 21 to stop the output to the A15:0/D15:0

(25) , and then executes the preparation of the next

transmission address in step S40.

<T6 period>

In the T6 period, in order to require the data 4 of the

secondary board, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to fall

down in step S17.

The secondary board executes step S33 to check that the

transmission is being carried out, and detects the trailing

edge of the TRG 21 in step S34.

The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the addition result of the start address designated by the

primary board and the incremented value prepared in step S40

to the memory as the next transmission address in step S35,

and then goes to step S36. The secondary board executes the

memory read in step S36, and outputs the data 4 to the

A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S37.
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The primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S18, and

executes step S19 at the same time to receive the data 4 from

the A15:0/D15:0 (25) and execute the reading process.

The secondary board executes step S39 in response to the

leading edge of the TRG 21 to stop the output to the A15:0/D15:0

(25) , and executes the preparation of the next transmission

address in step S40.

<T7 period>

The primary board executes step S20 in order to indicate

the end of transmission, and assigns the FRAME 22 and the RDL

24 to H,

The secondary board detects the FRAME 22=H in step S33,

and completes the reading process,

—Writing Process

—

Next, the writing process will be explained with FIG, 6,

FIG. 7, and FIG. 8 hereunder.

FIG. 6 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the writing process,

FIG, 7 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the primary board.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the secondary board.

<T11 period>

In the Til period, when the writing process is required,

the primary board assigns the FRAME 22 indicating that the
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transmission is being carried out to L, assigns the WRL 23

indicating the writing transmission to L, and assigns the start

address to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0 (25), in response to

the leading edge of the CLK 20 in step S41*

Then, in step S42, the primary board that has outputted

the above signals causes the TRG 21 to fall down.

In contrast, in the Til period, when the secondary board

detects the writing process to own station based on the

satisfaction of A15:0==own address, such secondary board

transfers and holds contents of the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25) , to which the transmission start address is assigned, to

MA15 : 0 at the trailing edge of the TRG 21 in step S61 and defines

the address of the memory.

Then, the primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S43.

<T12 period>

In the T12 period^ the primary board executes step S44

to output the write data 1 to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25) .

Then, in order to inform the secondary board of the

sending of the data, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to

fall down in step S45.

At this point of time, the secondary board checks that

the transmission is being carried out in step 362 and also

detects that the TRG 21 has been caused to fall down in step

S63,
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Then, in step S64, the secondary board outputs the

address requested by the primary board to the memory via the

MA15: 0 (28) .

In order to inform the secondary board of the input of

the data, the primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S46 and

requests the secondary board to write the data 1,

The secondary board detects the leading edge of the TRG

21 in step S65, then executes step S66 to output the write data

1 to the MD15:0 (29) from the separator 26, and then executes

the memory write in step S67.

Then, the secondary board calculates the incremented

value in step S68 to prepare for the next address, and then

returns to step S62.

<T13 period>

In the T13 period, the primary board executes step S47

to output the write data 2 to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25) .

In order to inform the secondary board of the sending

of the data, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to fall down

in step S48,

At this point of time, the secondary board detects that

the TRG 21 is raised in steps S62 and S63, then outputs the

addition value of the transmission start address of the primary

board and the incremented value prepared in step S68 (the

address incremented in response to the trailing edge of the
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TRG 21) as the next transmission address to the memory via the

MA15:0 (28), and then goes to step S65*

Here, the next transmission address obtained by

incrementing the transmission start address is continuously

generated such that the next transmission address is ^^001" if

the transmission start address is ''^OOC and the transmission

address after next is ^^002" that is obtained by adding +2 to

In order to inform the secondary board of the input of

the data, the primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S49 and

requests the secondary board to write the data 2.

The secondary board detects the leading edge of the TRG

21 in step S65, then executes step S66 to output the write data

2 to the MD15:0 (29), and then executes the memory write in

step S67.

Then, the secondary board executes step S68 to prepare

fro the next address, and then returns to step S62,

<T14 period>

In the T14 period, the primary board executes step S50

to output the write data 3 to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25) .

In order to inform the secondary board of the sending

of the data, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to fall down

in step S51.

At this point of time, the secondary board detects the
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rise of the TRG 21 in steps S62, S63, and then outputs the added

value of the requested address by the primary board and the

incremented value prepared in step S68 as the next transmission

address to the memory via the MA15:0 (28) in step S64,

In order to inform the secondary board of the input of

the data, the primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S52 and

requests the secondary board to write the data 3.

The secondary board detects the rise of the TRG 21 in

step S65, then executes step S66 to output the write data to

the MD15:0 (29), and then executes the memory write in step

361 ,

Then, the secondary board executes step S68 to prepare

for the next address, and then returns to step S62,

<T15 period>

In the T15 period, the primary board executes step S53

to output the write data 4 to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25) .

In order to inform the secondary board of the sending

of the data, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to fall down

in step S54.

At this point of time, the secondary board detects the

rise of the TRG 21 in steps S62, 863, and then outputs the added

value of the request address by the primary board and the

incremented valued prepared in step S68 as the next

transmission address to the memory via the MA15:0 (28) in step
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S64,

In order to inform the secondary board of the input of

the data, the primary board raises the TRG 21 in step S54 and

requests the secondary board to write the data 4,

The secondary board detects the rise of the TRG 21 in

step S65, then executes step 366 to output the write data 4

to the MD15:0 (29) , and then executes the memory write in step

S67,

Then, the secondary board executes step S68 to prepare

for the next address, and then returns to step S62.

The primary board stops the data output in step 356 after

it raises the TRG 21, and then changes the FRAME 22 and the

WRL 23 to H in step 557, whereby the write transmission is ended.

The secondary board detects the completion of the write

transmission in step S62, so that the writing process is

completed.

In this embodiment 1, the MA15:0 (28) is generated by

the separator 26 in the secondary board by using the trailing

edge of the TRG 21,

For this reason, there is no necessity that the

read/write address should be transmitted every process from

the primary board via the bus. Thus, the advantages that the

reduction of the lower addresses can be achieved and also a

great deal of continuous data transmission can be accomplished

via fewer signal lines.
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In addition, the bus portions used to send out the address

signal in the prior art can be reduced. Thus, the circuit

packaging can be simplified and also the reduction in the

fabrication cost and the reduction in size and weight of the

bus board can be achieved.

In other words, according to the present embodiment, the

stable transmission can be implemented while reducing the

signal lines in the data transmission.

Also, phases of the TRG 21 and the address/data buses

are managed in the present embodiment so as to have a

predetermined margin in the switching of the data address

respectively. Therefore, the missing of the data can be

reduced

.

Embodiment 2

A system configuration of the embodiment 2 is identical

to the system configuration shown in FIG.l.

FIG. 9 is a view showing an internal configuration of the

secondary board in the embodiment 2.

In FIG. 9, 21 is a trigger signal (TRG) showing the write

timing/read timing of the data transmission bus 3^ and is

generated in such a state that the signal has phases such as

the continuation of rising/falling/rising, in response to the

leading edge of the internal clock 20 in the primary board.

Also, 22 is FRAME showing that the data transmission bus
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3 is in the transmission, 23 is WRL showing that the data

transmission bus 3 is in the writing operation, 24 is RDL

showing that the data transmission bus 3 is in the reading

operation, 25 is the multiplex bus A15 : 0/D15 : 0 that shares the

data signal and the data signal in a time sharing system, and

2 6A is the separator that embodies the present embodiment 2

and generates signals showing respective statuses of the

address, the idle (transmission direction switching, etc),

and the data transmission/reception in response to the TRG 21

and switches the signals.

Also, 27 is the memory for storing contents of the data

transmission, 28 is the address bus MA15:0 for connecting the

separator 2 6A and the memory 27, 29 is the data bus MD15:0 for

connecting the separator 2 6A and the memory 27, 30 is the memory

writing signal MWRL for connecting the separator 2 6A and the

memory 27, 31 is the memory reading signal MRDL for connecting

the separator 26A and the memory 27, and 32 is the PHASE signal

serving as the cycle signal that counts three times the leading

edge of the CLK 20 to toggle.

In order to detect whether or not the data transmission

about own board is present, the separator 26A stands by until

FRAME 22=L and A15:0=own address are satisfied. When the

present conditions are satisfied, the separator 26A detects

either WRL=L (writing) or RDL=L (reading) in order to decide

that the data transmission is the reading or the writing.
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The reading process is carried out at the time of RDL=L,

and the writing process is carried out at the time of WRL=L,

Then, after the reading process or the writing process

is completed, the transmission ending process is executed to

end a series of transmission processes

•

—Reading Process

—

Next, the reading process will be explained with FIG. 10,

FIG. 11, and FIG, 12 hereunder,

FIG. 10 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the reading process in the present

embodiment

,

FIG, 11 is a flowchart showing flows in the reading

process of the primary board in the present embodiment.

FIG. 12 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

reading process of the separator of the secondary board in the

present embodiment

,

<T21 period>

In the T21 period, in step S71, when the reading process

is required, the primary board assigns the FRi\ME 22 indicating

the transmission is being carried out to L, assigns the RDL

24 indicating the reading transmission to L, and assigns the

transmission start address to the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0

(25), in response to the leading edge of the CLK 20.

In addition, the primary board assigns the PHASE 32

indicating the first TRG 21 to L.
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Meanwhile, in the T21 period, in step S81 , when the

secondary board detects the reading process about own station

based on the satisfaction of A15 : O=own address, such secondary

board transfers contents of the multiplex bus A15 : 0/D15 : 0 (25)

to MA15:0 (28) at the point of time of the trailing edge of

the TRG 21 to define the address of the memory.

Then, the primary board causes the TRG 21 to fall down.

<T22 period>

In the T22 period, the primary board executes step S72

to stop the address output. Also, in order to indicate the

generation of the second TRG 21, the primary board toggles the

PHASE 32 from L to H to switch the transmission direction from

the output to the input, and then raises the TRG 21,

The secondary board executes step S82 to switch the

transmission direction of the A15:0/D15:0,

<T23 period>

In the T23 period, the primary board toggles the PHASE

32 to raise the TRG 21,

Meanwhile, the secondary board executes step S83 to check

that the transmission is being carried out, and then checks

that the PHASE 32 has been toggled and detects the trailing

edge of the TRG 21 in step S84.

According to the present process, the secondary board

does not shift to the next process until the PHASE 32 has been

toggled and the TRG 21 has been caused to fall down.
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The secondary board that has detected the trailing edge

of the TRG 21 outputs the start address designated by the

primary board to the memory in step S85, then executes the

memory read by operating the MRDL 31 in step S86, and then

outputs the data 1 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S87.

The primary board raises the TRG 21 and simultaneously

receives the data 1 from the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S74 to

execute the reading process

•

Based on the fact that the PHASE 32 is not changed from

its own falling and the TRG 21 is caused to rise, the secondary

board executes step S89 to stop the data output to the

A15:0/D15:0 (25), and then calculates the incremented value

in order to prepare the next transmission address in step S90.

Here, if the noise is superposed on the TRG 21 to raise

the TRG 21, the PHASE 32 has not been toggled and therefore

it is impossible for the secondary board to pass through step

S84, and thus the secondary board never erroneously outputs

the next data. Conversely, even if the noise is superposed

on the PHASE 32 but the TRG 21 is not raised, the secondary

board does not process step S84 and therefore it is impossible

similarly for the secondary board to pass through step S84 and

also the secondary board never executes the next operation due

to the noise.

<T24 period>

In the T24 period, the primary board toggles the PHASE
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32 and causes the TRG 21 to fall down.

The secondary board executes step S83 to check that the

transmission is being carried out, and also checks that the

PHASE 32 has been toggled and detects the trailing edge of the

TRG 21 in step S84,

The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the addition result of the start address designated by the

primary board and the incremented value prepared in step S90

as the next transmission address to the memory in step 385,

then executes the memory read in step S8 6, and then outputs

the data 2 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S87.

The primary board raises the TRG 21 and simultaneously

executes step S13 to receive the data 2 from the A15:0/D15:0

(25) and execute the reading process.

Based on the fact that the PHASE 32 is not changed from

its own falling and the TRG 21 is caused to rise, the secondary

board executes step S89 to stop the output to the A15:0/D15:0

(25) , and then executes the preparation of the next

transmission address in step S90.

<T25 period>

In the T25 period, the primary board toggles the PHASE

32 and causes the TRG 21 to fall down. The secondary board

executes step S83 to check that the transmission is being

carried out, and then checks that the PHASE 32 has been toggled

and detects the trailing edge of the TRG 21 in step S84.
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The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the addition result of the start address designated by the

primary board and the incremented value prepared in step S90

to the memory as the next transmission address in step S85,

then executes the memory read in step S36, and then outputs

the data 3 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S87.

The primary board raises the TRG 21, and executes

simultaneously step S76 to receive the data 3 from the

A15:0/D15:0 (25) and execute the reading process.

Based on the fact that the PHASE 32 is not changed from

its own falling and the TRG 21 is caused to rise, the secondary

board executes step S89 to stop the output to the A15:0/D15:0

(25) , and then executes the preparation of the next

transmission address in step S90,

<T26 period>

In the T26 period, the primary board toggles the PHASE

32 and causes the TRG 21 to fall down. The secondary board

executes step S83 to check that the transmission is being

carried out, and also checks that the PHASE 32 has been toggled

and detects the trailing edge of the TRG 21 in step S84,

The secondary board that has detected the TRG 21 outputs

the addition result of the start address designated by the

primary board and the incremented value prepared in step S90

to the memory as the next transmission address in step S84,

then executes the memory read in step S86, and then outputs
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the data 4 to the A15:0/D15:0 (25) in step S87.

The primary board raises the TRG 21, and executes step

S77 at the same time to receive the data 4 from the A15 : 0/D15 : 0

(25) and execute the reading process.

Based on the fact that the PHASE 32 is not changed from

its own falling and the TRG 21 is caused to rise, the secondary

board executes step S89 to stop the output to the A15:0/D15:0

(25) , and executes the preparation of the next transmission

address in step S90,

<T27 period>

The primary board executes step S78 in order to indicate

the end of transmission, and assigns the FRAME 22, the RDL 24

and the PHASE 32 to H.

The secondary board detects the FRAME 22=H in step S83,

and completes the reading process.

—Writing Process

—

Next, the writing process will be explained with FIG. 13,

FIG. 14, and FIG. 15 hereunder,

FIG. 13 is a timing chart showing time-series operations

of respective signals in the writing process.

FIG. 14 is a flowchart showing a series of flows in the

writing process of the primary board.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart showing flows in the writing

process of the secondary board.

<T31 period>
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In the T31 period, when the writing process is required,

the primary board assigns the FRAME 22 indicating that the

transmission is being carried out to L, assigns the WRL 23

indicating the writing transmission to L, and assigns the start

address to the multiplex bus A15 : 0/D15 : 0 (25) , and assigns the

PHASE 32 indicating the first TRG 21 to L, in response to the

leading edge of the CLK 20 in step S91.

Then, the primary board that has outputted the above

signals causes the TRG 21 to fall down.

In contrast, in the T31 period, the secondary board

detects the writing transmission to own station based on the

satisfaction of A15:0=own address, then transfers and holds

contents of the multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0 (25), to which the

transmission start address is assigned, to MA15:0 in step SlOl

and also defines the address of the memory.

Then, the primary board raises the TRG 21,

<T32 period>

In the T32 period, the primary board executes step S92

to toggle the PHASE 32 and output the write data 1 to the

multiplex bus A15:0/D15:0 (25).

Then, in order to inform the secondary board of the

sending of the data, the primary board subsequently causes the

TRG 21 to fall down.

The secondary board checks that the transmission is being

carried out in step S102, then detects that the PHASE 32 has
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been toggled and the TRG 21 has been caused to fall down in

step S103, and then outputs the address requested by the primary

board to the memory via the MA15:0 (28) in step S104,

Then, the primary board raises the TRG 21, and requests

the secondary board to write the data 1

.

The secondary board detects that the PHASE 32 has not

been changed from the rise of the TRG 21 and also the TRG 21

has been raised in step S105, then executes step S106 to output

the write data 1 to the MD15:0, and then executes the memory

write by operating the MWRL 30 in step S107. Then, the

secondary board calculates the incremented value in step S108

to prepare for the next address, and then returns to step S102.

Here, if the noise is superposed on the TRG 21 to raise

the TRG 21, it is impossible for the secondary board to pass

through step S84 since the PHASE 32 has not been toggled, and

thus the secondary board never erroneously writes the data into

the next address. Conversely, even if the noise is superposed

on the PHASE 32 but the TRG 21 is not raised, the secondary

board does not process step S103, and therefore secondary board

does not execute the operations in step S104 and after,

<T33 period>

In the T33 period, the primary board executes step S93

to toggle the PHASE 32 and output the write data 2 to the

A15: 0/D15: 0 (25) .

Then, in order to inform the secondary board of the
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sending of the data, the primary board subsequently causes the

TRG 21 to fall down.

At this point of time, the secondary board detects that

the TRG 21 is raised in steps S102, then detects that the PHASE

32 has been toggled and the TRG 21 has been caused to fall down

in step S103, and then outputs the addition value of the

transmission start address of the primary board and the

incremented value prepared in step S108 as the next

transmission address to the memory via the MA15:0 (28) in step

S104.

Then, the primary board raises the TRG 21, and requests

the secondary board to write the data 2.

The secondary board detects that the PHASE 32 has not

been changed from the fall of the TRG 21 and also the TRG 21

has been raised in step S105, then executes step S106 to output

the write data 2 to the MD15:0, and then executes the memory

write in step S107.

Then, the secondary board executes step S108 to prepare

fro the next address, and then returns to step S102,

<T34 period>

In the T34 period, the primary board executes step S94

to toggle the PHASE 32 and output the write data 3 to the

A15: 0/D15: 0 (25)

.

Then, in order to inform the secondary board of the

sending of the data, the primary board causes subsequently the
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TRG 21 to fall down.

At this point of time, the secondary board checks that

the transmission is being carried out in step S102, then detects

that the PHASE 32 has been toggled and the TRG 21 has been caused

to fall down in step S103, and then outputs the addition value

of the transmission start address assigned by the primary board

and the incremented value prepared in step S108 as the next

transmission address to the memory via the MA15:0 (28) in step

S104 .

Then, the primary board raises the TRG 21 and requests

the secondary board to write the data 3.

The secondary board detects that the PHASE 32 has not

been changed from the fall of the TRG 21 and also the TRG 21

has been raised, then executes step S106 to output the write

data 3 to the MD15:0, and then executes the memory write in

step S107.

Then, the secondary board executes step S108 to prepare

for the next address, and then returns to step S102,

<T35 period>

In the T35 period, the primary board executes step S95

to toggle the PHASE 32 and output the write data 4 to the

A15: 0/D15: 0 (25) .

Then, in order to inform the secondary board of the

sending of the data, the primary board causes subsequently the

TRG 21 to fall down.
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At this point of time, the secondary board checks that

the transmission is being carried out in step S102, then detects

that the PHASE 32 has been toggled and also the TRG 21 has been

caused to fall down in step SI 03, and then outputs the addition

value of the transmission start address assigned by the primary

board and the incremented valued prepared in step S108 as the

next transmission address to the memory via the MA15:0 (28)

in step S104,

The primary board raises the TRG 21 and requests the

secondary board to write the data 2,

The secondary board detects that the PHASE 32 has not

been changed from the fall of the TRG 21 and also the TRG 21

has been raised in step S105, then executes step S106 to output

the write data 2 to the MD15:0, and then executes the memory

write in step S107.

Then, the secondary board executes step 5108 to prepare

for the next address, and then returns to step S102.

The primary board stops the PHASE 32 and the data output

in step S96 after it raises the TRG 21, and then changes the

FRAME 22, the WRL 23, and the PHASE 32 to H in step S97, whereby

the write transmission process is ended.

The secondary board detects the completion of the write

transmission in step S102, so that the writing process is

completed.

In this embodiment 2, the leading edge and the trailing
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edge of the TRG 21 are detected in combination with the toggle

states of the PHASE 32. Therefore, in addition to the

advantages of the eiribodiment 1, malfunction in generating the

MA15:0 in the separator 2 6A of the secondary board can be

prevented even if disturbances such as the crosstalk, the

reflection, etc, are generated on the TRG 21, and also a great

deal of continuous data transmission can be accomplished via

fewer signal lines safely against the disturbances.

Industrial Applicability

As described above, the data transmission method

according to the present invention is suitable for the data

transmission that is capable of transmitting the data safely

against various disturbances such as the skew, the reflection,

etc. , which act as causes of the malfunction when the continuous

data transmission is carried out, via the fewer signal lines.
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ift'dPCT/PTO 15 MAR 2002

AMENDED CLAIMS, UNDER ARTICLE 34 PCT

1, (Amended) A data transmission system for carrying out

data transmission/reception between a primary board and

secondary boards by using a data transmission path, which

employs a same signal line as an address bus and a data bus

mutually, comprising the steps of:

informing a start address required for data access when

the data access is executed from the primary board to the

secondary boards; and

generating an address used in the data access in the

secondary boards based on the start address, a predetermined

trigger signal and a cycle signal combined with the trigger

signal

.

2 , (Cancelled)

3, The data transmission system according to claim

1, wherein, when the address is generated based on the

trigger signal, the address is generated sequentially by

incrementing the start address in response to a timing of

the trigger signal.

4, A -data transmission system for carrying out data

transmission/reception between a primary board and secondary

boards by using a data transmission path, which employs a same
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signal line as an address bus and a data bus mutually, comprising

the steps of:

informing a memory start address of the secondary

boards required for data access when the data access is

executed from the primary board to the secondary boards;

judging in the secondary boards whether or not the

memory start address is directed to own station, and then

executing the data transmission via the data transmission

path by accessing a memory in own station based on the memory

start address when the memory start address is directed to

own station ; and

generating an address, to which the data transmission

is subsequently executed, in the secondary boards by

incrementing the memory start address after the data

transmission based on the memory start address is ended,

and then executing the data transmission via the data

transmission path by accessing the memory of own station

based on the generated address.

5, The data transmission system according to claim 4,

wherein a cycle signal indicating switching of data is used in

combination with the trigger signal.

6. (Amended) A data transmission system for carrying out

data read between a primary board and secondary boards by using

a data transmission path, which employs a same signal line as
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an address bus and a data bus mutually,, comprising the steps

of:

informing a trigger signal combined with a cycle signal

indicating a timing of data access, and a start address

required for data read via the data transmission path;

switching the data transmission path to which the start

address is informed as a data bus;

accessing a memory based on the start address and

sending out a read result onto the data transmission path;

and

incrementing the start address at a timing of the

trigger signal, and then sending out a read result onto the

data transmission path by accessing the memory based on the

incremented address

.

7, (Cancelled)

8. (Amended) A data transmission system for carrying out

data write between a primary board and secondary boards by using

a data transmission path, which employs a same signal line as

an address bus and a data bus mutually, comprising the steps

of:

informing a trigger signal combined with a cycle signal

indicating a timing of data access and a start address

required for data write via the data transmission path;

switching the data transmission path to which the start
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address is informed as a data bus, and then sending out a

predetermined data to be written to a memory;

accessing the memory based on the start address, and

then writing the predetermined data into the memory; and

incrementing the start address at a timing of the trigger

signal, and then writing sequentially the predetermined data,

that are sent out via the data transmission path, into the memory

by accessing the memory based on the incremented address.

9 • (Cancelled)
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( WRITING PROCESS OF PRIMARY BOARlT)

FRAME = L, WRL = L

A15:0 START ADDRESS OUTPUT

CAUSE TRG TO FALL DOWN

^S41

S42

RAISE TRG

OUTPUT DATA 1

S43

-844

CAUSE TRG TO FALL DOWN S45

RAISE TRG S46

OUTPUT DATA 2 ~-S47

CAUSE TRG TO FALL DOWN S48

RAISE TRG

OUTPUT DATA 3

S49

-S50

CAUSE TRG TO FALL DOWN S51

RAISE TRG

OUTPUT DATA 4

S52

-853

CAUSE TRG TO FALL DOWN 854

RAISE TRG 855

STOP DATA OUTPUT

FRAME = H, WRL = H

I

856

857

( END OF WRITING PROCESS^
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FIG. 8

WRITING PROCESS OF
SECONDARY BOARD )

( END OF WRITING PROCESS")
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FIG. 9

TRG21
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WRL23

RDL24

PHASE32

A1 5:0/015:0 (25)-

2A

26A

SEPARATOR

MAI 5:0 (28)

AV MD15:0 (29)

-MWRL30-

-MRDL31-

27

MEMORY

F/G. to

TRG21

FRAME22

WRL23

RDL24

PHASE32

A1 5:0/015:0 (25)

T21 T22 T23 T24 T25 T26 T27

u
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FIG. 11

READING PROCESS
OF PRIMARY BOARD

FRAME = L

RDL = L

PHASE = L

A15:0/D15:0 START ADDRESS OUTPUT

STOP ADDRESS OUTPUT
PHASE TOGGLE

SWITCH AD DIRECTION

S72

S73

INPUT DATA 1

PHASE TOGGLE

INPUT DATA 2

PHASE TOGGLE

INPUT DATA 3

PHASE TOGGLE

INPUT DATA 4

PHASE TOGGLE

FRAME = H
RDL = H

PHASE = H

S74

S75

S76

S77

S78

S71

( END OF READING PROCESS^
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FIG. 12

READING PROCESS OF
SECONDARY BOARD

MA15:0 = A15:0 S81

SWITCH AD DIRECTION

FRAME = L?

NO

S82

YES

PHASE
TOGGLE DETECTED AND

TRG H ^ U

YES

S85-

S86

S87'

MA15:0 = MA15:0 + n

MEMORY READ

OUTPUT DATA TO
A15:0/D15:0

YES

S89 STOP DATA OUTPUT

S90- n = n +

1

( END OF READING PROCESS^
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FIG. 13

T31 T32 T33 T34 T35 T36

TRG21

FRAME 22

WRL23

RDL24

PHASE32

A15:0/D15:0(25)

u

<(aDDRES^ DATA1
]
XfDATA2

]
><( DATA3^ DATA4^
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FIG. 14

f WRITING PROCESS ^yOF PRIMARY BOARD J

FRAME = L

WRL = L

PHASE = L

A15:0 START ADDRESS OUTPUT

PHASE TOGGLE
OUTPUT DATA 1

— S92

r

PHASE TOGGLE
OUTPUT DATA 2

— S93

PHASE TOGGLE
OUTPUT DATA 3

— S94

\

PHASE TOGGLE
OUTPUT DATA 4

— S95

r

PHASE TOGGLE cqr
STOP DATA OUTPUT

^^^^

F

FRAME = H
WRL = H
PHASE = H

— S97

S91

V

( END OF WRITING PROCESS)
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FIG. 15

WRITING PROCESS OF
SECONDARY BOARD

S101 MA15:0 = A15:0

YES

8104- MA15:0=MA15:0 + n

S106'

S107'

^ MA15:0:= AD15:0

r

MEMORY WRITE

8— n = n + 1

( END OF WRITING PROCESS^
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FIG. 16

100

PRIMARY
BOARD

300

SECONDARY
BOARD

A

200c

SECONDARY
BOARD
C

FIG. 17

TRG201

FRAME 202

WRL203

RDL204

A1:0(205)

A15:2/D15:0(206)

207

SEPARATOR

200

208

MA15:0 (209)

MD15:0(210) MEMORY

-MWRL211-

-MRDL212-
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FIG. 18

( DETECTION OF DATA TRANSMISSION )

S201

(end OF transmission)

WRL = L

1

WRITING PROCESS S204

FIG. 19

TRG201

FRAME202

WRL203

RDL204

A1:0(205)

A1 5:2/015:0 (206)

T41 T42 T43 T44 T45 T46 T47
> ) 1 I I ) I

<
-^DDR^S^

Oh X 1h X 2h

<^ DAT/jl X"DAT/j2 X^D^T^^^ DAT/jT)-

X 3h >
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FIG. 20

READING PROCESS
OF PRIMARY BOARD

FRAME = L

RDL = L

A1 :0 = START ADDRESS OUTPUT
A15:0/D15:0 START ADDRESS OUTPUT

S211

STOP ADDRESS OUTPUT — S212

SWITCH AD DIRECTION S213

DATA1
AD (15:0) INPUT

A1:0 SWITCH

I
DATA 2

AD (15:0) INPUT

A2:0 SWITCH

I
DATA 3

AD (15:0) INPUT

A2:0 SWITCH

DATA 4

AD (15:0) INPUT

--S214

'S215

-S216

-S217

--S218

S219

-S220

A2:0 OUTPUT STOP
FRAME = H

I

S221

(end OF READING PROCESS)
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FIG. 21

READING PROCESS OF
SECONDARY BOARD

S231

FRAME = L?

NO

YES

( END OF READING PROCE^^

MA15:0 = A15:0

MEMORY READ

OUTPUT DATA
(MA15:0) AD (15:0)

S233

S234

S235

FIG. 22

T51 T52 T53 T54 T55 T56

TRG201 I
I I I i

~

FRAME202

WRL203

RDL204

A1:0(205)

A15:2/D15:0(206)

< Oh

4dDR^S^x(dAT4iX DAT/jiX P^T/js

X

DAT44 >

X 2h Xlih >
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FIG. 23

WRITING PROCESS
OF PRIMARY BOARD

FRAME = L

WRL=L
A1 :0 = START ADDRESS OUTPUT

A1 5:2/015:0 START ADDRESS OUTPUT

DATA1
AD (15:0) OUTPUT

A2:0 SWITCH

DATA 2

AD (15:0) OUTPUT

A2:0 SWITCH

DATA 3

AD (15:0) OUTPUT

A2:0 SWITCH

DATA 4

AD (15:0) OUTPUT

A2:0 OUTPUT STOP

AD15:0 OUTPUT STOP

— S242

S243

--S244

S245

— S246

S247

— S248

— S249

S250

S241

FRAME = H
WRL = H

S251

V

( END OF WRITING PROCESS^
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FIG. 24

WRITING PROCESS OF
SECONDARY BOARD

FRAME = L?

NO

YES

( END OF WRITING PROCESS^

MAI 5:0 = A1 5:0

INPUT DATA
(MA15:0) AD (15:0)

MEMORY WRITE
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Declaration and Power of Attorney for Patent Application

Japanese Language Declaration

0 ^fpSW#

]#^L-C.rrtc"FfE(Oii(9l: As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as
stated next to nny name,

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one
name is listed below) or an original, first and joint inventor (if

plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is

claimed and for which a patent is sought on the invention

entitled

DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the,

following box is checked:

\X\ was filed on May 26, 2000
as United States Application Number or

PCT International Application Number

PCT/JPOO/03405
. and was amended on

. (if applicable).

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the

contents of the above-identified specification, including the
claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is

material to patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of

Federal Regulations, Section 1.56.
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Japanese Language Declaration

5 >K* EM /i;- A 3 5 ;jg 3 6 5^ (a ) tc J;s pcTH ^ m ifi tco I
>
-c

.

f^af5n9^(a)-(d)if(XH^365^(b)JR|C^^^NT«^|i^^

Prior Foreign Applications

p. Hei. 11-151019
(Number)

(Number)

Japan
(Country)

(Country)

(Number) (Country)

I hereby claim foreign priority under Title 35, United States

Code, Section 119(a)-(d) or 365(b) of any foreign application(s)

for patent or inventor's certificate, or 365(a) of any POT
International application which designated at least one country
other than the United States, listed below and have also
identified below, by checking the box, any foreign application for

patent or inventor's certificate, or POT International application

having a filing date before that of the application on which
priority is claimed.

31/May/1999
(Day/Month/Year Filed)

(Day/Month/Year Filed)

(Day/MonthA'ear Filed)

mmu/M /¥)

Priority Not Claimed

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code.
Section 119(e) of any United States provisional appiication(s)

listed below.

(Application No,) (Filing Date)

;t V ^d^T^^PCT@ ffl ig (CO V ^Tti . ^ (O 3 6 5^ (c)

(Application No.) (Filing Date)

I hereby claim the benefit of Title 35, United States Code
Section 120 of any United States application(s), or 365(c) of any
PCT International application designating the United States,

listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the

claims of this application is not disclosed in the prior United

States or PCT International application in the manner provided

by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code Section

112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose any material

information which is material to patentability as defined in Title

37, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 1.56 which became
available between the filing date of the prior application and the

national or PCT International filing date of this application:

(Application No.) (Filing Date) (Status: Patented. Pending, Abandoned)

(Application No.) (Filing Date)

^^<Dm.j^n^:^mm^itrt^th\zMi^x^n^t\.^\^^t}^fj:^

(Status: Patented, Pending, Abandoned)

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own
knowledge are true and that all statements made on information
and belief are t^elieved to t>e true; and further that these
statements were made with the knowledge that willful false

statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the
United States Code and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued
thereon.
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Japmese Language Declaration

POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor, I hereby
appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agent(s) to
prosecute this application and transact all business in the
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith {list

name and registration number)

John H. Mion, Reg. No. IMIl; Robert J. Seas, Jr., Reg. No. 21,092 : Darryi Mexic, Reg. No. 23,063^Robert V. Sloan Reg
^o.JlJJS; Peter D. Olexy, Reg. No_,^24^; J. Frank Osha, Reg. No. 24,625: Louis Gubinsky, Reg. No. 24,835; Neil B
Siegel, Reg.jvro...^200; David J. Gushing, Reg. No. 28,703; John R. Inge, Reg. No. 26,916; Joseph J. Ruch, Jr., Reg. No
26^; Sheldon I. Landsman, Reg. No. 25,;^; RicharHTTTumer, Reg. No. 2%21Sf^^o^d L. Bernstein, Reg. No. 25,665;
Alan J. Kasper, Reg. No. 25,426; Kenneth J. Burchfiel, Reg. No. 31,333; Gordon Kit, Reg. No. 30,764; Susan J. MaclcTfeg
No^30,951; Frank L. Bernstein, Reg. No. 31,484; Mark Boland, Reg. No. 32,197; William H. Mandir, Reg. No. 32,156; Brian
W. Hannon, Reg. No. 3.2,778; AbrahamtTR'osner, Reg. No. 33,276; Bruce E. BCramer, Reg. No. 33,725; Paul F. NeilsnReg. No.
33,102; Brett S. Sylvester, Reg. No. 32,765; Robert M. MastersTReg, No. 35,603; George R L"ehnigk, Reg, No, 36,359; John T.
Callahan, Reg. No. 32,607; Steven M. Gruskin, Reg. No^6,R1.,8; Peter A. 1v5cKenna, Reg. 38,55 1 and Edward F. Kenehan, Jr
Reg.28,2£tZ-

^

^Mi^H^: Send Correspondence to:

_SUGHRUE MIQN, PLLC
2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037-3213

iS: iim s£ ii |g 3fe : ir^^ U^m^#^ ) Direct Telephone Calls to: (name and telephone number)

(202)293-7060

Full name of sole or first Inventor

Shin^i ITAMT
Inventor's signature Date

j4^A^ V^t^ February 15, 2002
Residence

Tokyo, Japan C5~PX
Citizenship

mn
Japan

Post office address

c/o Mitsubishi Denki Kabushiki Kaisha,
2-3, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8310 Japan

Full name of second joint inventor, if any

Second inventor's signature Date

Residence

mm

Citizenship

mm

Post office address

(m^^y.f^<7)^mmm^\c-ji-Xhmm\cmm.i..m^^'rh (Supply similar information and signature for third and
-^^^ subsequent joint inventors.)
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